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TVR META Alarm/Immobiliser Information

The following information is a guide to the Meta alarm/immobiliser systems installed to TVR.  
I hope it proves useful to you, if you require any further, please give me a call.

After 10 years of working with MetaSystem UK, heading up technical support for the South of 
England, I am now able to offer my services direct to TVR owners. 

Many dealers will already have had contact with myself, as I was responsible for the 
training and support of regional installers. 

Services Offered: -

Programming and Supply of Meta alarm transmitters.

Offering a robust range of replacement 
transmitters.

Programming of Meta alarm control units M99T , M99T2 and M999T.

Clearance of the old immobiliser M36T/ M36T2, from the memory of the M99T/T2. 
This will allow the introduction of a new immobiliser without the need of having to replace the entire alarm 
system. The original functionality of the alarm and immobiliser system will then be retained.

As the M99T2 is no longer available, this will give a significant saving against replacing the alarm system.

Supply of the M36T2 immobiliser.
Replacement of the 2 circuit Thatcham approved immobiliser. Note the 
majority of installations run to a block connector. These will require matching up against the 

accompanying installation guide. 

M252 M2500

M99T M99T2
M999T
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Notes on Replacement Meta Transmitters: -

M99T & M99T2 (contact us for the M999T)

Each alarm will take up to 7 transmitters in all. Transmitters 1* & 2* are supplied with the alarm from new. 
Any subsequent transmitters must be programmed into the next free location, 3*4*…………7*.
A working transmitter must be available to introduce a new one. It must also be able to perform 
16 consecutive operations in order to access the transmitter learn level of the alarm.

When ordering  replacement transmitters, the 16 alpha numeric number must be quoted. 
Consult the code card supplied with the alarm from new.  The next free location must 
be assured 3>7. If unsure of previous history, then order position 5 onwards.
Please note if all locations (7) have been utilised, the alarm will require 
reprogramming to offer positions 1* & 2* and free up the rest.

If the code card has been “put in a safe place” but the customer cannot remember where, the alarm will 
require reprogramming, as the code cannot be read from the unit.
Please note, alarms may have been changed previously but the new code card may not have been substituted.

Introduction procedure accompanies all New transmitters supplied. 

Check List When Ordering Transmitters
16 Alpha Numeric Number

Next Free Transmitter Location 3* 4*.....
If unsure of historic transmitters programmed 
in, select a higher position.

M252M2500

Select Transmitter Style

Current Code Card
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Notes on Replacement Meta Immobiliser keys

M36T/T2

The immobiliser has 5 locations to “hand-shake”. Two of these are taken up with the immobiliser keys 
supplied, leaving three more “hand-shakes” available.
Pairing up to an M99T or M99T2 alarm will also use one. 
Therefore, the majority of vehicles will have two “hand-shakes” available.
These will be reduced  each time a new immobiliser key (RK36S) is introduced or the 
pairing of a replacement alarm.

Should the M36T/T2 not take to a new “hand-shake”, it could be they have all been utilised.
Unfortunately the M36T/T2 cannot be reset. The unit will require replacing and the alarm 
memory cleared to accept the replacement immobiliser.

SPECIAL NOTE
If no immobiliser keys are present but the alarm switches the immobiliser off with the transmitter, you may 
be able to teach new immobiliser keys, even in the absence of a working one.

Replacement of Meta Alarm/Immobiliser

M99,M36T          M99T2,M36T2

Unfortunately these alarms are no longer available, therefore should the alarm system fail, this will often 
lead to a complete alarm strip and new installation. 
In order top address this problem, I have designed various patch leads to go directly onto the existent 

harness of the car to accept the current replacement Meta system *. This will ensure original 
functionality of the car alarm system without having to modify the harness connectors.
A few issues have been noted against the original installation of the immobiliser by TVR, these 
have been addressed with the replacement system, with a comprehensive installation guide if 
required.

* Please note that the older M36T immobiliser block will require re-crimping as the TYCO 
connector is no longer available. Again a comprehensive installation guide is available for the 
brave hearted.
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Features: -

Interface with existent Meta alarm system.
Three button transmitter, offering control 

of Boot release and Arming/Disarming of the 
alarm. Therefore no need for an additional 
transmitter.

Dispenses with the need of having to enter the 
vehicle and turning the ignition on.

By programming the control unit into the original Meta alarm, allows the 
transmitters supplied, to control the alarm system. This will also produce a new 
code card for the alarm. Ideal if the original has been misplaced.

As some alarm systems have boot protection, the alarm system may require 
disarming before operating the boot release. Again all this can be done from one 
transmitter.

A maximum  of 7 transmitters can be programmed to control the alarm 
system. Each transmitter is allocated its own position. Positions 1 & 2 

are taken with the transmitters supplied with the alarm, 3 & 4 are taken by 
the Boot release interface.
Next additional transmitter must be programmed to position 5 and so on.
The 16 Alpha Numeric code card needs to be submitted when ordering 

replacement/additional transmitters.

Boot Release Interface
A convenient means of operating the boot release for 

Chimaera & Griffith

I hope this information has proved helpful to you and look forward to being of service.

Best wishes
David Fairclough  of  HF Solutions.


